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Misreading England Rapha l Ingelbien 2002 In this book, Raphael Ingelbien examines
how issues of nationhood have affected the works and the reception of several
English and Irish poets - Philip Larkin, Ted Hughes, Geoffrey Hill and Seamus
Heaney. This studyexplores the interactions between post-war English poets and
the ways in which they transformed or misread earlier poetic visions of England Romantic, Georgian, Modernist."
A History of Russia and Its Empire Kees Boterbloem 2018-06-26 This concise
text provides an introduction to Russian and Soviet history from the crowning
of Mikhail Romanov in 1613 through Putin’s current term. Through a clear
chronological narrative, Boterbloem traces the political, military, economic,
social, religious, and cultural developments that led Russia from an exotic
backwater to superpower stature.
The East-West Discourse Alexander Maxwell 2011 This volume examines EastWest rhetoric in several different historical contexts, seeking to problematise
its implicit assumptions and analyse its consequences.
Choice 2009
The Armenian revolutionary movement Louise Nalbandian 1967
Roving Revolutionaries Houri Berberian 2019-04-16 Three of the formative
revolutions that shook the early twentieth-century world occurred almost
simultaneously in regions bordering each other. Though the Russian, Iranian, and
Young Turk Revolutions all exploded between 1904 and 1911, they have never
been studied through their linkages until now. Roving Revolutionaries probes the
interconnected aspects of these three revolutions through the involvement of
Armenian revolutionaries whose movements and participation within these empires
(where Armenians were minorities) and across frontiers tell us a great deal
about the global transformations that were taking shape. Exploring the
geographical and ideological boundary crossings that occurred, Houri
Berberian’s archivally grounded analysis of the circulation of revolutionaries,
ideas, and print tells the story of peoples and ideologies amid upheaval and
collaboration. In doing so, it illuminates our understanding of revolutions and
movements.
Cultivating Nationhood in Imperial Russia Lisa Khachaturian 2005
Dissertation Abstracts International 2007
Hrant Dink Tuba Candar 2017-07-05 This is the biography of Hrant Dink, a
Turkish-Armenian journalist and political activist. He worked for the democratic
rights of all Turkish citizens, including the right to speak freely about the
genocide of Anatolia's Armenians in 1915. As a result of his activism, Dink was
assassinated by Turkish nationalists in 2007.As founder and editor-in-chief of
the bilingual Turkish-Armenian newspaper, Agos, in 1996, Dink was the first
secular voice of Turkey's silenced Christian-Armenian minority. He fought for the
democratization of the Turkish political system. This was a risky undertaking, in
a country where Armenians live as closed communities; it was also unprecedented
in Turkey. Dink was prosecuted three times for "insulting and denigrating
Turkishness" and ultimately convicted.The biography is written as an oral
history, and assembles a mosaic of memories as told by Dink's family, friends, and
comrades. Dink's own "voice," in the form of his writings, is also included.
Originally published in Turkey, it is now available for an English-speaking
audience on the 100th anniversary of the Armenian genocide.
Recipes for Russia Alison Karen Smith 2008 At the height of its imperial power,
Russia suffered a gastronomical identity crisis. Smith traces the quest for a
national cuisine in the activities of agricultural societies seeking changes in
farming, in the scientific or pseudoscientific texts of doctors and ethnographers,
in writings about cooking, and in a multitude of cookbooks. This study shows
how the authority to control food production devolved from the state and
landowners to women, in particular, housewives.
Modern Armenia Gerard Libaridian 2017-07-28 Modern Armenia reviews Armenian
politics and political thinking from the mid-nineteenth century to the present, and
the evolution of Armenians from peoplehood to statehood. Written by a key
governmental advisor in the early years of Armenian independence, this book
analyzes the internal dynamics of the revolutionary movement, the genocide, the
Armenian Diaspora, its recovered statehood and recent independence, as well as
the relationship of these developments to processes in the Ottoman/Turkish,
Russian, and Western states. It also explores current dilemmas and future
choices independent Armenia faces today.Libaridian concludes with an overview of
Armenia and Armenians during the past two decades, including the rebirth of
independent Armenia, its foreign and security policy options, its position within
the region, and its relations with the Diaspora. Fascinating and timely, Modern
Armenia will be of interest to students and scholars of Armenian history,
independence movements, the dissolution of the Soviet empire, foreign relations,
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and political science.
Russia's People of Empire Stephen M. Norris 2012-07-11 “A fresh and lively
approach to understanding how the various Russian empires have worked.”
—Slavic Review A fundamental dimension of the Russian historical experience has
been the diversity of its people and cultures, religions and languages, landscapes
and economies. For six centuries this diversity was contained within the
sprawling territories of the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union, and it persists
today in the entwined states and societies of the former USSR. Russia’s People
of Empire explores this enduring multicultural world through life stories of 31
individuals―famous and obscure, high born and low, men and women―that
illuminate the cross-cultural exchanges at work from the late 1500s to postSoviet Russia. Working on the scale of a single life, these microhistories shed new
light on the multicultural character of the Russian Empire, which both shaped
individuals’ lives and in turn was shaped by them. “[S]tudents of Russian empire
would be well served with this work, given its snapshots of diverse imperial
milieus and their attendant multicultural dialogues at the personal level.”
—Slavic and East European Journal “This compilation . . . gives readers a more
in-depth, personal understanding of how the inescapable existence of diversity in
Russia and the Soviet Union related to everyday life . . . Highly recommended.”
—Choice
Russia's Entangled Embrace Stephen Badalyan Riegg 2020-07-15 Russia's
Entangled Embrace traces the relationship between the Romanov state and the
Armenian diaspora that populated Russia's territorial fringes and navigated the
tsarist empire's metropolitan centers. By engaging the ongoing debates about
imperial structures that were simultaneously symbiotic and hierarchically
ordered, Stephen Badalyan Riegg helps us to understand how, for Armenians and
some other subjects, imperial rule represented not hypothetical, clear-cut
alternatives but simultaneous, messy realities. He examines why, and how,
Russian architects of empire imagined Armenians as being politically desirable.
These circumstances included the familiarity of their faith, perceived degree of
social, political, or cultural integration, and their actual or potential
contributions to the state's varied priorities. Based on extensive research in the
archives of St. Petersburg, Moscow, and Yerevan, Russia's Entangled Embrace
reveals that the Russian government relied on Armenians to build its empire in the
Caucasus and beyond. Analyzing the complexities of this imperial
relationship—beyond the reductive question of whether Russia was a friend or
foe to Armenians—allows us to study the methods of tsarist imperialism in the
context of diasporic distribution, interimperial conflict and alliance,
nationalism, and religious and economic identity.
Post-Imperium Dmitri V. Trenin 2011-08-01 The war in Georgia. Tensions with
Ukraine and other nearby countries. Moscow's bid to consolidate its "zone of
privileged interests" among the Commonwealth of Independent States. These
volatile situations all raise questions about the nature of and prospects for
Russia's relations with its neighbors. In this book, Carnegie scholar Dmitri Trenin
argues that Moscow needs to drop the notion of creating an exclusive power
center out of the post-Soviet space. Like other former European empires, Russia
will need to reinvent itself as a global player and as part of a wider community.
Trenin's vision of Russia is an open Euro-Pacific country that is savvy in its use
of soft power and fully reconciled with its former borderlands and dependents.
He acknowledges that this scenario may sound too optimistic but warns that
the alternative is not a new version of the historic empire but instead is the
ultimate marginalization of Russia.
Post-Soviet Armenia Irina Ghaplanyan 2017-11-01 Following the collapse of
the Soviet Union, Armenia has struggled to establish itself, with a faltering
economy, emigration of the intelligentsia and the weakening of civil society. This
book explores how a new national elite has emerged and how it has constructed
a new national narrative to suit Armenia’s new circumstances. The book examines
the importance of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict with Azerbaijan, considers the
impact of fraught relations with Turkey and the impact of relations with other
neighbouring states including Russia, and discusses the poorly-developed role of
the very large Armenian diaspora. Overall, the book provides a key overview to
understanding the forces shaping all aspects of present-day Armenia.
Historical Dictionary of Armenia Rouben Paul Adalian 2010-05-13 The second
edition of the Historical Dictionary of Armenia relates the turbulent past of
this persistent country through a chronology, an introductory essay, a
bibliography, and over 200 cross-referenced dictionary entries on significant
persons, events, places, organizations, and other aspects of Armenian history
from the earliest times to the present.
Britons Linda Colley 2005-01-01 "Controversial, entertaining and alarmingly
topical ... a delight to read."Philip Ziegler, Daily Telegraph
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Projecting Russia in a Mediatized World STEPHEN. HUTCHINGS 2022-01-31
hangi devirde ve ne ekilde m nasebet kurduklar na d ir, siy s ya da ideolojik
This book presents a new perspective on how Russia projects itself to the world. s ylemler i ermeyen, bilgiler verme iddias ndad r.
Distancing itself from familiar, agency-driven International Relations accounts
The Radical Right in Late Imperial Russia George Gilbert 2015-11-19 The
that focus on what 'the Kremlin' is up to and why, it argues for the need to pay
revolutionary movements in late tsarist Russia inspired a reaction by groups on
attention to deeper, trans-state processes over which the Kremlin exerts much
the right. Although these groups were ostensibly defending the status quo, they
less control. Especially important in this context is mediatization, defined as the
were in fact, as this book argues, very radical in many ways. This book discusses
process by which contemporary social and political practices adopt a media
these radical rightist groups, showing how they developed considerable popular
form and follow media-driven logics. In particular, the book emphasizes the logic
appeal across the whole Russian Empire, securing support from a wide crossof the feedback loop or 'recursion', showing how it drives multiple Russian
section of society. The book considers the nature and organisation of the
performances of national belonging and nation projection in the digital era. It
groups, their ideologies and polices on particular issues and how they changed
applies this theory to recent issues, events and scandals that have played out in over time. The book concludes by examining how and why the groups lost
international arenas ranging from television, through theatre, film, and
momentum and support in the years immediately before the First World War, and
performance art, to warfare.
briefly explores how far present day rightist groups in Russia are connected to
The Orient Within Mary Neuburger 2004 The Orient Within examines the Slavic
this earlier movement.
majority's efforts to conceptualize and manage Turkish and Pomak identities and
Armenian Philology in the Modern Era 2014-06-06 Armenian Philology in the
bodies through gendered dress practices, renaming of people and places, and land
Modern Era: From Manuscripts to the Digital Text provides an overview of the
reclamation projects.
main achievements of philology when applied to Armenian sources and on the
Geographies of Nationhood Catherine Gibson 2022-03-29 Geographies of
methodological approaches implemented in this field up to the present.
Nationhood examines the meteoric rise of ethnographic mapmaking in the nineteenth
The British National Bibliography Arthur James Wells 2009
and early twentieth centuries as a form of visual and material culture that
Sacred Justice Marian Mesrobian MacCurdy 2017-10-23 Sacred Justice is a
gave expression to territorialised visions of nationhood. In the Russian Empire's
cross-genre book that uses narrative, memoir, unpublished letters, and other
Baltic provinces, the development of ethnographic cartography, as part of the
primary and secondary sources to tell the story of a group of Armenian men who
broader field of statistical data visualisation, progressively became a tool
organized Operation Nemesis, a covert operation created to assassinate the
that lent legitimacy and an experiential dimension to nationalist arguments, as
Turkish architects of the Armenian Genocide. The leaders of Operation Nemesis
well as a wide range of alternative spatial configurations that rendered the
took it upon themselves to seek justice for their murdered families, friends, and
inhabitants of the Baltic as part of local, imperial, and global geographies.
compatriots. Sacred Justice includes a large collection of previously
Catherine Gibson argues that map production and the spread of cartographic
unpublished letters, found in the upstairs study of the author's grandfather,
literacy as a mass phenomenon in Baltic society transformed how people made
Aaron Sachaklian, one of the leaders of Nemesis, that show the strategies,
sense of linguistic, ethnic, and religious similarities and differences by imbuing them
personalities, plans, and dedication of Soghomon Tehlirian, who killed Talaat
with an alleged scientific objectivity that was later used to determine the
Pasha, a genocide leader; Shahan Natalie, the agent on the ground in Europe;
political structuring of the Baltic region and beyond. Geographies of
Armen Garo, the center of Operation Nemesis; Aaron Sachaklian, the logistics
Nationhood treads new ground by expanding the focus beyond elites to include a
and finance officer; and others involved with Nemesis. Marian Mesrobian
diverse range of mapmakers, such as local bureaucrats, commercial enterprises,
MacCurdy tells a story that has been either hidden by the necessity of silence or
clergymen, family members, teachers, and landowners. It shifts the focus from
ignored in spite of victims' narratives—the story of those who attempted to
imperial learned and military institutions to examine the proliferation of
seek justice for the victims of genocide and the effect this effort had on them and
mapmaking across diverse sites in the Empire, including the provincial
on their families. Ultimately, this volume reveals how the narratives of
administration, local learned societies, private homes, and schools.
resistance and trauma can play out in the next generation and how this
Understanding ethnographic maps in the social context of their production,
resistance can promote resilience.
circulation, consumption, and reception is crucial for assessing their impact as
Looking Toward Ararat Ronald Grigor Suny 1993 As a new independent
powerful shapers of popular geographical conceptions of nationhood, stateRepublic of Armenia is established among the ruins of the Soviet Union, Armenians
building, and border-drawing.
are rethinking their history--the processes by which they arrived at statehood in
From Nursery Rhymes to Nationhood Elizabeth Galway 2010-12-22 As Canada
a small part of their historic homeland, and the definitions they might give to
came to terms with its role as an independent nation following Confederation in
boundaries of their nation. Both a victim and a beneficiary of rival empires,
1867, there was a call for a literary voice to express the needs and desires of a Armenia experienced a complex evolution as a divided or an erased polity with a
new country. Children’s literature was one of the means through which this new
widespread diaspora. Ronald Grigor Suny traces the cultural and social
voice found expression. Seen as a tool for both entertaining and educating
transformations and interventions that created a new sense of Armenian
children, this material is often overtly propagandistic and nationalistic, and
nationality in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Perceptions of antiquity
addresses some of the key political, economic, and social concerns of Canada as
and uniqueness combined in the popular imagination with the experiences of
it struggled to maintain national unity during this time. From Nursery Rhymes to
dispersion, genocide, and regeneration to forge an Armenian nation in
Nationhood studies a large variety of children’s literature written in English
Transcaucasia. Suny shows that while the limits of Armenia at times excluded
between 1867 and 1911, revealing a distinct interest in questions of national
the diaspora, now, at a time of state renewal, the boundaries have been expanded
unity and identity among children’s writers of the day and exploring the influence
to include Armenians who live beyond the borders of the republic.
of American and British authors on the shaping of Canadian identity. The visions
Publishing in Tsarist Russia Yukiko Tatsumi 2020-02-20 According to Benedict
of Canada expressed in this material are often in competition with one another,
Anderson, the rapid expansion of print media during the late-1700s popularised
but together they illuminate the country’s attempts to define itself and its
national history and standardised national languages, thus helping create
relation to the world outside its borders.
nation-states and national identities at the expense of the old empires. Publishing
The Political Economy of Human Rights in Armenia Simon Payaslian 2011-06-30
in Tsarist Russia challenges this theory and, by examining the history of Russian
Since its independence from the Soviet Union in 1991, Armenia has experienced a
publishing through a transnational lens, reveals how the popular press played
reversal from democratization to a Soviet-style authoritarian regime and has
an important and complex Imperial role, while providing a “soft infrastructure”
been accused of repressive approaches to human rights. Here, Simon Payaslian
which the subjects could access to change Imperial order. As this volume
juxtaposes a masterful survey of the history of the Armenian people from the
convincingly argues, this is because the Russian language at this time was a
nineteenth century through the first republic (1918-21) and Sovietization to
lingua franca; it crossed borders and boundaries, reaching speakers of varying
the present, with the evolution of international human rights standards, and
nationalities. Russian publications, then, were able to effectively operate within
argues that a statist and authoritarian political culture has impeded political
the structure of Imperialism but as a public space, they went beyond the control
liberalization and institutionalization of human rights principles. Highlighting the
of the Tsar and ethnic Russians. This exciting international team of scholars
clash between sovereignty on one side and human rights and democracy on the
provide a much-needed, fresh take on the history of Russian publishing and
other, this comprehensive and in-depth analysis is essential for all those
contribute significantly to our understanding of print media, language and empire
interested in human rights, democratization, political repression and the former
from the 18th to 20th centuries. Publishing in Tsarist Russia is therefore a
Soviet republics.
vital resource for scholars of Russian history, comparative nationalism, and
Istanbul Exchanges Mary Roberts 2015-03-21 "A vibrant artistic milieu
publishing studies.
emerged in the late-nineteenth century Istanbul that was extremely
The Grandchildren Ayse Gul Altinay 2017-07-12 The Grandchildren is a
heterogeneous, including Ottoman, Ottoman-Armenian, French, Italian, British,
collection of intimate, harrowing testimonies by grandchildren and greatPolish and Ottoman-Greek artists. Roberts analyzes the ways artistic output
grandchildren of Turkey's "forgotten Armenians"—the orphans adopted and
intersected with the broader political agenda of a modernizing Ottoman state.
Islamized by Muslims after the Armenian genocide. Through them we learn of the
She draws on extensive original research, bringing together sources in Turkey,
tortuous routes by which they came to terms with the painful stories of their
England, France, Italy, Armenia, Poland and Denmark. Five chapters each address
grandparents and their own identity. The postscript offers a historical overview
a particular issue related to transcultural exchange across the east-west
of the silence about Islamized Armenians in most histories of the genocide. When
divide that is focused on a particular case study of art, artistic patronage,
Fethiye cetin first published her groundbreaking memoir in Turkey, My Grandmother,
and art exhibitions in nineteenth-century Istanbul"--Provided by publisher.
she spoke of her grandmother's hidden Armenian identity. The book sparked a
slam Tarihinde Ermeniler ve Ermenistan FetihleriCahit K lek i 2013-03-01
conversation among Turks about the fate of the Ottoman Armenians in Anatolia
Siy s ya da ideolojik s ylemler i eren tezlerin ok y ksek bir soyutlama in 1915. This resulted in an explosion of debate on Islamized Armenians and their
d zeyinde oldu u, bunlar n belirli bir metot er evesinde kan tlanamayacalegacy in contemporary Muslim families. The Grandchildren (translated from
ama ayn zamanda siy s , ideolojik m l hazalara hizmet eden in
/ kurgusal
Turkish) is a follow-up to My Grandmother, and is an important contribution to
h viyet arz etti i yads namaz bir ger ektir.
nk an lan ba lamda understanding
ne
survival during atrocity. As witnesses to a dark chapter of
s r len g r
lerin kesinlikle tarihe zg kural ve usullere ba l
history, the grandchildren of these survivors cast new light on the workings of
kalamayaca
a
k a ortadad r. Bu al
ma t rih v k larmemory
n birins coming
re to terms with difficult pasts.
i inde incelenmesi gerekti inin alt n
izerek, Ermenilerle M sl man toplumun,
Armenia and Imperial Decline George Bournoutian 2018-05-15 This book seeks,
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for the first time, to examine the demography and the social and economic
conditions in the Yerevan Province during the first decade of the twentieth
century, before the great changes that occurred during World War I and the
seven decades of Soviet rule. Unlike in Tiflis and Baku, the Armenian inhabitants
of the Yerevan Province were overwhelmingly peasants. They did not play a
major role in the political, intellectual or economic life of the South Caucasus.
The aim of the book is to prove conclusively that the Armenians of the Yerevan
Province not only benefited from living under the umbrella of imperial security,
but, as junior and senior officials, they also acquired important administrative
and professional skills. The social and economic changes of the last decade of
Russian rule enabled the local Armenians to advance and, following the
collapse of the Russian Empire, to occupy posts previously held by Russians.
Thus, despite the absence of their most talented individuals and the lack of
experienced political leaders, as well as the loss of half their territory to
Turkish attacks in 1918, the local Armenian administration, in the face of
terrible conditions and great odds, provided the foundation which allowed the
Armenian Republic to maintain its independence until December of 1920. In fact,
some of the survivors would assist in the modernization and nation building of
Soviet Armenia. Providing a detailed overview of the history of the Yerevan
Province in the late imperial age, this book will be a valuable resource for
students and scholars interested in the History of Armenia, the Russian Empire
and the Caucasus.
The Post-Soviet Wars Christoph Zurcher 2007-11-01 Get ready for takeoff.
The life of the flight attendant, a.k.a., stewardess, was supposedly once one of
glamour, exotic travel and sexual freedom, as recently depicted in such films as
Catch Me If You Can and View From the Top. The nostalgia for the beautiful,
carefree and ever helpful stewardess perhaps reveals a yearning for simpler times,
but nonetheless does not square with the difficult, demanding and sometimes
dangerous job of today's flight attendants. Based on interviews with over sixty
flight attendants, both female and male labor leaders, and and drawing upon his
observations while flying across the country and overseas, Drew Whitelegg
reveals a much more complicated profession, one that in many ways is the
quintessential job of the modern age where life moves at record speeds and all
that is solid seems up in the air. Containing lively portraits of flight
attendants, both current and retired, this book is the first to show the intimate,
illuminating, funny, and sometimes dangerous behind-the-scenes stories of daily
life for the flight attendant. Going behind the curtain, Whitelegg ventures into
first-class, coach, the cabin, and life on call for these men and women who spend
week in and week out in foreign cities, sleeping in hotel rooms miles from home.
Working the Skies also elucidates the contemporary work and labor issues that
confront the modern worker: the demands of full-time work and parenthood; the
downsizing of corporate America and the resulting labor lockouts; decreasing
wages and hours worked; job insecurity; and the emotional toll of a high stress
job. Given the events of 9/11, flight attendants now have an especially poignant
set of stressful concerns to manage, both for their own safety as well as for
those they serve, the passengers. Flight attendants, originally registered nurses
charged with attending to passengers' medical needs, now find themselves wearing
the hats of therapist, security guard and undercover agent. This last set of
tasks pushing some, as Whitelegg shows, out of the business altogether.
Cultivating Nationhood in Imperial Russia Lisa Khachaturian 2018-02-06
Nineteenth-century Armenia was a zone of competition between the Persian,
Ottoman, and the Russian Empires. Yet over the course of the century a new
generation of Armenian journalists, scholars, and writers worked to transform
their geographically, socially, and linguistically fragmented communities
threatened by regional isolation and dissent, into a patriotic and nationally
conscious population. Lisa Khachaturian seeks to explain how this profoundly
divided society managed to achieve a common cultural bond.The national project
that captivated nineteenth-century Eastern Armenian intellectuals was a
daunting task, especially since their efforts were directed in the Caucasus--a
territory known for its volatile history, its ethnic heterogeneity, and its
linguistic complexity. Although this cultural and social maelstrom was both
aggravated and tempered by the new Russian arena of economic growth, urban
development, and heightened technology and communication, diversity was hardly
a recent phenomenon in the region; it had been an endemic part of Caucasian history
for centuries. Armenians were no exception to this. While the Georgians, bound to
their landed nobility, generally lived within kingdoms, the Armenians experienced
centuries of forced resettlement, migration, and centuries of habitation among
other peoples. Some Armenians had settled in faraway countries, but many
remained in scattered colonies within the boundaries of historic Armenia.This is a
study of the formation of modern Armenian national consciousness under Imperial
Russian rule. The Tsarist acquisition of Armenian-populated territory and
consequent efforts to integrate this territory into the empire imposed sufficient
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unity to provide a basis for a nascent national movement. The particular
influences of Russian imperial rule met the Eastern Armenian communities to create
a new environment for a modern national revival. This book reviews how
nineteenth-century Armenian intellectuals discussed and conceived of the nation
through the formation of the Armenian press. This is a rare blend of national
culture and communication networking.
Armenian Organization and Ideology Under Ottoman Rule Dikran Kaligian
2017-09-08 This book provides a comprehensive picture of Armeno-Turkish
relations for the brief period of Ottoman Constitutional rule between 1908 and
1914. Kaligian integrates internal documents of the Armenian Revolutionary
Federation, and existing research on the last years of the empire, as well as the
archives of the British, American, and German diplomatic corps. By reducing the
overemphasis on central government policies and by describing unofficial
contacts, political relations, and provincial administration and conditions,
Kaligian provides a unified account of this key period in Ottoman history.
Kaligian sets out to resolve many of the conflicting conclusions in the current
historiography-including the most central issue, the Armenian Revolutionary
Federation relations with the Turkish Committee of Union and Progress. It is
impossible to obtain a true picture of Armeno-Turkish relations without an
accurate
The
Indigenous
analysis
Lens?of their two leading parties. This study finds that the ARF
was torn between maintaining relations with a CUP that had failed to implement
promised reforms and was doing little to prevent increasing attacks on the
Armenian population, or break off relations thus ending any realistic chance for
the constitutional system to succeed. The party continued to stake its
reputation and resources on the success of constitutional government even
after the trauma of the 1909 Adana massacres. The decisive issue was the
failure of land reform. This book sets the record straight in terms of
understanding Armeno-Turkish relations during this short but pivotal period.
Kaligian's study, the first of its kind, shows that the party's internal
deliberations support the conclusion that it did remain loyal and contradicts
the view that the party's only aim was to incite a rebellion against Ottoman
rule. The author has done an excellent job of leading the reader through this rich
history, using primary source information to bridge the gaps from theory, to
analysis, to evidence.
Markus Ritter 2017-12-18 The historiography of early
photography has scarcely examined Islamic countries in the Near and Middle East,
although the new technique was adopted very quickly there by the 1840s.
Which regional, local, and global aspects can be made evident? What role did
autochthonous image and art traditions have, and which specific functions did
photography meet since its introduction? This collective volume deals with
examples from Iran, the Ottoman Empire, and the Arab lands and with the
question of local specifics, or an „indigenous lens." The contributions broach the
issues of regional histories of photography, local photographers, specific themes
and practices, and historical collections in these countries. They offer, for the
first time in book form, a cross-section through a developing field of the history
of photography.
Nationalism, Myth, and the State in Russia and Serbia Veljko Vuja i
2015-03-26 This book examines the role of Russian and Serbian nationalism in
different modes of dissolution of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia in 1991. Why
did Russia's
National
Identity
elites and
agree
Foreign
to thePolicy
dissolution of the Soviet Union along the
borders of Soviet republics, leaving twenty-five million Russians outside of
Russia? Conversely, why did Serbia's elite succeed in mobilizing Serbs in Croatia
and Bosnia for the nationalist cause? Combining a Weberian emphasis on
interpretive understanding and counterfactual analysis with theories of
nationalism, Veljko Vuja i highlights the role of historical legacies, national
myths, collective memories, and literary narratives in shaping diametrically
opposed attitudes toward the state in Russia and Serbia. The emphasis on the
unintended consequences of communist nationality policy highlights how these
attitudes interacted with institutional factors, favoring different outcomes in
1991. The book's postscript examines how this explanation holds up in the light
of Russia's annexation of Crimea.
Canadian Periodical Index 1997
The Construction of Nationhood Adrian Hastings 1997-11-06 An original and
challenging 1997 book on the meaning of nationalism, ethnicity and nationhood.
Ilya Prizel 1998-08-13 This book argues
that the foreign policy of any country is heavily influenced by national identity.
This is especially the case in East-Central Europe where political institutions
are weak, and social coherence remains subject to the vagaries of the concept of
nationhood. Ilya Prizel's study examines the history and politics of Russia,
Poland and Ukraine, and will be of interest to students of nationalism, as well
as foreign policy and politics in East-Central Europe.
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